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Abstract

Legislators, advocates, and business interests are proposing federal privacy legislation with new urgency. The United States has a long-established federal framework for addressing commercial privacy concerns, including general consumer protection law and sector-specific legislation. But the calls to expand or replace this approach have grown louder since Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation went into effect and since California adopted detailed and prescriptive privacy legislation.

Should we create a U.S. federal privacy law, and if so, how? When considering any kind of privacy regulation, three concepts are fundamental. First, no one can control all information about them. Second, all privacy laws are government-enforced constraints on how one party can use information about another party. Third, over-restricting the use of information about individuals can harm individuals by limiting beneficial innovation.

This Article defines privacy as the combined effect of two different types of constraints on information: perception and use.
perception constraints are weakened, privacy debates ensue about how to restore privacy, presumably by replacing those weakening perception constraints with use constraints. Different kinds of constraints can be used to protect online privacy, including technology, social norms, private agreements, common law, and legislation.

Six principles can guide policymakers in choosing among these constraints. These principles are to: maximize permissionlessness, avoid data ownership metaphors, distinguish between privacy and data security, focus on uses that injure consumers, clarify FTC authority, and avoid giving the FTC broad rulemaking authority.

In short, we should prefer case-by-case enforcement frameworks where company practices are judged based on consumer outcomes. Such frameworks serve consumers better than do detailed legislation and prescriptive mandatory privacy practices. Outcome-based case-by-case enforcement approaches better resolve real consumer injuries, while maintaining the information flows that ultimately benefit consumers and preserving the permissionless environment that has made the U.S. a leader in online innovation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Legislators, advocates, and business interests are proposing federal privacy legislation with new urgency.1 The United States has a long-established federal framework for addressing commercial privacy concerns, including general consumer protection law and legislation for specific sectors, such as health care or financial services.2 But the calls to expand or replace this approach have grown louder since Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation went into effect and since California adopted detailed and prescriptive privacy legislation.3

So, do we need federal privacy legislation, and if so, what should it look like?

I believe three often-overlooked concepts can help us answer these questions. First, for practical reasons, no one can control all information about them.4 Second, all privacy laws are government-enforced restrictions on how one party can use information about another party.5 Third, over-restricting...
the use of information about individuals can harm individuals by limiting ben-

eficial innovation.6

Taking these concepts into account, I argue that we should prefer case-

by-case enforcement frameworks where company practices are judged based

on consumer outcomes. Such frameworks serve consumers better than de-

tailed legislation and prescriptive mandatory privacy practices. Outcome-

based case-by-case enforcement approaches better resolve real consumer in-

juries while maintaining the information flows that ultimately benefit consum-

ers.7

In the following pages, I will first explain what information is and then

define privacy as the result of a combination of two different types of con-

straints on information: perception and use. I argue that privacy policy issues

arise when advocates seek to impose use constraints where information faces

weakened perception constraints. I then describe the different constraints

available to protect online privacy, and their strengths and weaknesses. Ulti-

mately, I offer six recommendations for how the United States can address

privacy concerns through government action while preserving the permission-

less environment that has made the United States a leader in online innovation.

In short, I argue that federal legislation should enhance the ability of the Fed-

eral Trade Commission (FTC) to address harmful, unfair, or deceptive uses of

information about consumers.

II. WHAT IS INFORMATION?

Information, abstractly defined, is the content of a signal or signals that

conveys something about the state of the world.8 The signal could be light

reflecting off an object, soundwaves coming off an object, light or electrons

moving through a conduit, or any other change in the physical world that can

6. See Neidig, supra note 1 (highlighting the harm of over-restricting individuals’ privacy); see

also ALAN MCQUINN & DANIEL CASTRO, INFO. TECH. & INNOVATION FOUND., A GRAND BARGAIN

ON DATA PRIVACY LEGISLATION FOR AMERICA, (2019), http://www2.itif.org/2019-grand-bargain-

privacy.pdf.

7. See Solove & Hartzog, supra note 2, at 666–67 (discussing the necessary balance between

access to information and privacy protection).

8. C. E. Shannon, A Mathematical Theory of Communication, 27 (3) BELL SYS. TECH. J. 379,

379–423 (1948) (distinguishing between signal and information). Shannon acknowledges that infor-

mation conveyed thus often has meaning, although such meaning is irrelevant to his particular engi-

neering problem. Id. at 379.
be sensed. Signals can carry information enabling the receiver to determine something about the state of the transmitter.

As physical beings in a physical world, information flows off us constantly and we cannot control all of it. As we interact with our environment, our interactions change the state of the world. These changes create signals that can often be observed, directly or indirectly, by others. We cannot halt or fully control this information flow unless we stop interacting with reality. In fact, actions to control information flows themselves generate information. To be able to fully control these flows would require godlike ability to control reality, including how others perceive it. If you somehow were able to eliminate the information flowing off you, you would quite literally disappear from the universe.

III. WHAT IS PRIVACY?

Privacy is a complicated concept which many people have attempted to define, often in conflicting or incompatible ways. For the purposes of this paper, and building upon my definition of information, I define privacy as the result of a limitation on the collection or use of information. More specifically, a person has a degree of privacy when certain information—“private” information—about that person cannot be perceived or used by another entity. Defined thus, privacy is a concept that only makes sense with respect

---

9. Id. at 380 (providing examples of information submitted through signals); see also Peter Kinget, The World is Analog, CIRCUIT CELLULAR (2014), http://www.ee.columbia.edu/~kinget/WhyAnalog/circuitcellular_The_World_Is_Analog_201410.pdf.
10. Shannon, supra note 8, at 379. Note that “transmission” need not be intentional. There is no intentionality in the transmission of the light that enables us to see the world around us.
11. HIDALGO, supra note 4, at xix (describing information as the arrangement of physical things, which is why “[i]t is the only thing we produce”).
12. Id.; see also The Neuroscience of Decision Making, BRAINFACTS.ORG (Aug. 1, 2011), https://www.brainfacts.org/archives/2011/the-neuroscience-of-decision-making. At the level of neurons, even purely mental effort still affects physical reality, although we generally lack the technical means to sense such signals or fully understand their meaning. Id.
13. Adam Thierer, Are Benefit-Cost Analysis and Privacy Protection Efforts Incompatible?, in THE CAMBRIDGE HANDBOOK OF CONSUMER PRIVACY 561, 564 (Evan Selinger et al. eds., 2018) (“Legal scholars have observed that attempts to define privacy are ‘notoriously contentious’ and can quickly become a ‘conceptual jungle.’”); see DANIEL J. SOLOVE, UNDERSTANDING PRIVACY 1–8 (2008) (discussing the multitude of privacy definitions and describing privacy as “a concept in disarray”).
to at least one other party. Thus, we can think of privacy as the relative state of a system having three components: Entity A, information about Entity A, and Entity B. The less information about A that B can perceive or use, the more privacy A has from B.

This broad, descriptive definition lacks the specificity of some other definitions. But abstractly describing a state of privacy highlights some important principles that might be missed if one jumps directly to delineating the boundaries of privacy rights or privacy harms. In particular, the distinction between the perception of information and the use of information is important. We can better understand the genesis and resolution of privacy debates if we understand the difference between constraints on perceiving information and constraints on using information, and how these different constraints interact with new technology.

A. Perception Constraints

One type of information constraint—a “perception constraint”—exists when B cannot even perceive certain information about A. This can occur when B cannot perceive the signal carrying information, as when a closed door hides A from view. In other instances, even though B might be able to perceive the signal, B cannot extract the information carried in the signal. For example, B might be able to see a skyscraper many blocks away, but with her unaided eye, cannot see into the windows of A’s apartment in that skyscraper, even though the light reflected from A’s apartment reaches B’s eye. Perception constraints rely on the world’s physical properties to block observers from accessing information.

15. See Ruth Gavison, Privacy and the Limits of Law, 89 YALE L.J. 421, 429 (1980) (noting that certain common-sense scenarios make sense only if “the amount of information others have about an individual is considered at least partly determinative of the degree of privacy he has”).


18. Id. at 1607.

19. Id. at 1607–08 (discussing the differences between structural constraints and latent structural constraints, and their interactions with technology).

20. Id. at 1606 n.3, 1607, 1612 (discussing a similar concept he calls “latent structural constraints”).

21. Surden, supra note 17, at 1607; see also Jamuna D. Kelley, Computer with a View: Progress, Privacy and Google, 74 BROOK. L. REV. 187, 188 (2008) (“Physical protections are the logistical
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In the physical world most of our privacy relies on such perception constraints. Although there are massive amounts of information streaming off us in the physical world, other people face practical limits on their ability to capture such information. And most such signals quickly dissipate below the sensing threshold—the slight temperature increase I might cause when walking through a room, for example, will not linger long.

We learn at a very early age that there are limits to our own control over information flows in the physical world. For example, because we cannot directly control the light that reflects off our bodies, we wear clothes, build doors, and install blinds to physically block such signals. Used this way, clothes, doors, and blinds become technological barriers to information flows.

On the other hand, much of human progress has been due to scientists and innovators removing barriers to information flows so that we can better understand and connect with the world around us. Devices like microscopes and telescopes enable us to gather information from signals we could not previously detect. Cameras allow us to share a representation of a scene with others who are not physically present. Communications networks enable us to speak to others far beyond the distance our voices can carry. Each of

obstacles that prevent society from gathering information about an individual, such as locked doors or password-protected hard drives.

22. See Richard Posner, Privacy, Secrecy, and Reputation, 28 BUFF. L. REV. 1, 7 (1978) (“Doors, private apartments, unattached single-family houses, and private automobiles facilitate privacy in the less tangible senses of seclusion or secrecy.”).

23. See, e.g., James J. Tomkovicz, Technology and the Threshold of the Fourth Amendment: A Tale of Two Futures, 72 MISS. L.J. 317, 321 (2002); cf. Kelley, supra note 21, at 194 (“Furthermore, the fact that Street View publicizes moments in time that might otherwise go completely unnoticed also contradicts Google’s position that Street View reveals nothing more than does a stroll around town.”).

24. See HIDALGO, supra note 4, at xx (“[I]t is the accumulation of information and of our ability to process information that defines the arrow of growth encompassing the physical, the biological, the social, and the economic, and which extends from the origin of the universe to our modern economy.”); NAT’L ACADEMS. OF SCI., ENG’G, & MED., INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE U.S. WORKFORCE (2017), https://www.nap.edu/24649 (reviewing how technological innovations transform aspects of society).

25. See Tomkovicz, supra note 23, at 320–21; Lawrence Kaiser Marks, Telescopes, Binoculars, and the Fourth Amendment, 67 CORNELL L. REV. 379, 379–80 (1982) (examining “the reasonable expectation of privacy standard as applied to evidence obtained through telescope and binocular surveillance,” and “suggest[ing] that police use of telescopes and binoculars to observe activities or objects unobservable from a proper location by the ‘naked eye’ violates an individual’s expectation of privacy”).

these technologies expand our ability to perceive information about the world around us, including information about other people.27

B. Use Constraints

Sometimes it is not possible, practical, or desirable to stop other people’s perception of information about us.28 In these cases, social norms, private rules, and law often constrain how others can use the information they gather.29 Thus, B may perceive information about A, but social pressure, private agreements, or government commands restrict how B can use that information.30 Use constraints can vary in degree, from complete bans on any use to broad allowance of uses except for certain restricted uses.31

Perception constraints rely on natural properties of physics or mathematics to control information flows.32 In contrast, use constraints control information flows based on the strength of the underlying social norms, or the abilities of private or government enforcers.33

C. The Privacy Challenge

Every privacy policy debate is over whether and how use constraints should supplement perception constraints.34 Such debates often erupt when a new technology increases the amount of information available, usually by

---

27. See Tomkovicz, supra note 23, at 320–21.
28. See Adam Thierer, Permissionless Innovation: The Continuing Case for Comprehensive Technological Freedom 69–70 (rev. and expanded ed. 2016) (arguing that the growing concerns over privacy should not curtail data collection because “innovative services, devices, and applications might be lost in the future”).
29. Id. (describing how social norms evolved after the introduction of the camera).
30. See Sarden, supra note 17, at 1610.
31. Id.
32. See Kelley, supra note 21, at 188.
generating entirely new types of information, but also by weakening or eliminating certain perception constraints. Those debates often resolve as individuals and society adapt to the change, including at times by adopting new perception or use constraints.

Consider the advent of popular portable cameras in the late 1800s, which made it possible and common to capture permanent information about individuals in public places. This new technology prompted calls for legal privacy protections in the United States. But laws are only one type of tool to control information flow. Although people had concerns, they also saw many benefits, and society adapted to this new technology. Individuals learned what to expect from photographs and photographers, and how to mitigate or avoid photos. People developed social norms and private rules about where and how cameras may be used. And the legal system adopted common law torts and, in some cases, statutes to prevent or remedy harms caused by the technology.

Privacy debates are increasingly frequent today because the physical and online worlds have very different perception constraints. Because humans
have deep experiences with the physical world, we generally have accurate intuitions about how to block others’ perception of information about us (e.g., close the door, whisper to your friend), and generally understand the vulnerabilities of such barriers.\(^{45}\)

But the Internet has always had fewer and weaker perception constraints than the physical world, by design and by necessity.\(^{46}\) Online interactions can be tracked and stored much more efficiently and effectively than physical interactions.\(^{47}\) Indeed, digital communications are so powerful precisely because they are easy to observe, collect, store, and use in a relatively comprehensive manner.\(^{48}\)

Thus, as individuals increase their activities in this new online space where information is more observable, recordable, and usable, the relative lack of perception constraints creates new privacy challenges.\(^{49}\) Furthermore,
as “Internet of Things” technologies increase the number of online sensors, more of the previously offline world will be digitally legible.\(^\text{50}\) This will be extremely beneficial, and will enable software-driven solutions to address a wider range of real-world problems.\(^\text{51}\) But it also reduces perception constraints in a way that some find unsettling.\(^\text{52}\)

In response to these technology changes, many seek to impose new use constraints on Internet information flows.\(^\text{53}\) This is the policy challenge we face today.\(^\text{54}\)

IV. TOOLS TO PROTECT PRIVACY

How might we address this challenge?\(^\text{55}\) There are many kinds of perception and use constraints, including several I have already mentioned.\(^\text{56}\) Let’s take a deeper look at the various tools that are available to protect online privacy.

\(^{50}\) Adam D. Thierer, The Internet of Things and Wearable Technology: Addressing Privacy and Security Concerns without Derailing Innovation, 21 RICH. J.L. & TECH. 1, 6–7 (2014).


\(^{52}\) See A UXIER ET AL., supra note 44, at 2 (“Some 81% of the public say that the potential risks they face because of data collection by companies outweighs the benefits, and . . . a majority of Americans report being concerned about the way their data is being used by companies (79%) or the government (64%).”); see also Amadou Diallo, Do Smart Devices Need Regulation? FTC Examines Internet of Things, FORBES (Nov. 23, 2013), https://www.forbes.com/sites/amadoudiallo/2013/11/23/ftc-regulation-internet-of-things/#772ddb838015 (discussing how Internet-connected devices offer convenience but raise privacy issues). But see CASTRO & McQUINN, supra note 36, at 7 (noting that the practice of entering credit card information into a computer spread quickly once people understood that it produced a lower risk of fraud than physical use of the credit card).

\(^{53}\) See Joseph W. Jerome, Buying and Selling Privacy: Big Data’s Different Burdens and Benefits, 66 STAN. L. REV. 49, 52 (2013) (“If we intend for our economic and legal frameworks to shift from data collection to use, it is essential to begin the conversation about what sort of uses we want to take off the table.”); Cristiano Lima, A Cornucopia of Privacy Proposals, POLITICO (Nov. 27, 2019, 10:00 A.M.), https://www.politico.com/newsletters/morning-tech/2019/11/27/a-cornucopia-of-privacy-proposals-783154 (describing dueling Senate privacy bills).

\(^{54}\) See Jerome, supra note 53; Lima, supra note 53; Tene & Polonetsky, supra note 39, at 73.

\(^{55}\) See Tene & Polonetsky, supra note 39, at 73 (implying that social norms might be a better tool than the law to impose use constraints).

\(^{56}\) See supra notes 36–41 and accompanying text.
A. Technological Tools

Self-help software tools could help control information flows online, similarly to how doors, clothes, and blinds help control information flows in the physical world. If effective, such online perception constraints would be preferable to almost any other approach. They would be self-executing, chosen by users, and would provide feedback into the information ecosystem that would maximize consumer autonomy—allowing those who want to protect information to do so without impeding others’ desire to share.

Encryption technologies are the best online analog to privacy-protecting physical barriers. These technologies enable us to safely transmit sensitive information in financial and other transactions. Encrypting information helps ensure that only the intended recipient will receive that information. Other examples of online perception constraints include tools such as ad blockers and VPNs.

However, technology-driven perception constraints cannot address all privacy concerns. Consumers willingly engage in online transactions that generate information. Indeed, in many cases a service requires information to operate. If encryption is analogous to window blinds that prevent a

---

58. See Tene & Polonetsky, supra note 39, at 92–93 (describing the “significant challenges in providing easy-to-use tools that give users meaningful control without interfering with their use of the web” (citation omitted)); Thierer, supra note 57, at 445.
59. See Tene & Polonetsky, supra note 39, at 84–85 (providing examples of popular services that provide users with the opportunity to balance autonomy and privacy); Thierer, supra note 57, at 445.
61. Id. ("Encryption essentially creates a private connection ... an unencrypted connection also opens the possibility of a hacker[... steal[ing] personal information.").
62. Id.
64. See Thierer, supra note 57, at 454–55.
65. Id. at 431–32 ("[I]nformation wants to be free . . .’”.
stranger on the sidewalk from observing me in my house. We invite guests inside specifically so that the doors and blinds won’t stop us from communicating. But once the guest is inside (or when we’re directly communicating with an online service), we can no longer use those perception constraints to restrict information flows.

B. Evolving Social Norms

Social norms also control information flows. Society adapts to new technology over time, creating new norms around its use. As individuals use a new technology, they can evaluate the results as well as consider any criticism or praise from others. This feedback loop organically generates a shared sense across members of a community about the proper and improper uses of a technology.

Consider, for example, how social norms around Caller ID evolved. When it first launched, many considered it a privacy invasion for the phone company to share your number with the person you were calling. Some
states even regulated it.\textsuperscript{76} Today, many people consider Caller ID—which is a standard feature on every mobile phone—to be an improvement to their privacy because it allows them to screen calls, and many people won’t answer calls from numbers they don’t recognize.\textsuperscript{77}

Such norms can restrict behavior even when perception constraints are removed.\textsuperscript{78} Returning to the house guest analogy, it is primarily manners and other norms that constrain snooping by guests, although hosts might also lock away specific, sensitive items.\textsuperscript{79}

C. Private Agreements

Two parties might also address concerns about information flows by agreeing how such information will be used.\textsuperscript{80} These agreements can take many forms and, unlike regulation, can be specifically tailored to the needs of the parties.\textsuperscript{81} Such agreements could be formal contracts enforceable by either party under standard contract law.\textsuperscript{82} They could be pledges to comply with industry standards or self-regulatory standards, with those pledges enforced by the industry or the self-regulatory body.\textsuperscript{83} Or the agreements could be implied or explicit promises in advertising or other documents to the consumer.\textsuperscript{84}


\textsuperscript{77} See Jane Bambauer, \textit{Is Data Speech?}, 66 STAN. L. REV. 57, 118 (2014); see also Thierer, supra note 28, at 70.

\textsuperscript{78} Thierer, supra note 28, at 74–77 (stating that social norms are “the grammar of society”).

\textsuperscript{79} Id. (noting that Edmund Burke stated that “[m]anners are more important than laws” in shaping behavior).

\textsuperscript{80} Id. at 123–24.

\textsuperscript{81} Steven A. Bibas, \textit{A Contractual Approach to Data Privacy}, 17 HARV. J. L. & PUB. POL’Y 591, 609 (1994).

\textsuperscript{82} Id. at 605–08.


\textsuperscript{84} See Maureen K. Ohlhausen, Commissioner, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Speech Before the Hudson Institute: The Government’s Role in Privacy (Oct. 16, 2012), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/governments-role-privacy-getting-it-right/121016governmentrole.pdf. These types of “agreements” are more likely to be enforced by government consumer protection agencies. \textit{Id.} (describing how the FTC can and has brought cases against companies that break their promises to consumers).
D. Legal Remedies

Thus far, the remedies to privacy concerns I have discussed involve only private parties. Legal remedies add another entity—government.85 When one party can legitimately force another party to act in a specific way, we say the first party has a legal right.86 All rights imply the power to force another to act, or to not act.87

People disagree over how to define privacy rights.88 In the United States, for commercial uses of data, our privacy rights are generally operationalized as a consumer protection right to not be harmed by the collection or use of information about us.89 In Europe, privacy rights focus instead on protecting individuals’ decisions about how information about them is collected and used.90 As such, the U.S. and the EU use different legal tools to advance these different goals.91 And these are just two of many differing goals that are often described as privacy.92

Even if one settles on a specific privacy goal, there are a variety of legal

85. See, e.g., Ohlhausen, supra note 84, at 2 (explaining how the Federal Trade Commission, a government agency, “often uses its deception authority in cases where a company makes a representation to consumers about the collection and/or use of their personal data but it fails to keep that promise and consumer injury results”); see Donald H. Zeigler, Rights Require Remedies: A New Approach to the Enforcement of Rights in the Federal Courts, 38 HASTINGS L.J. 665, 681 (1987).
86. See ELLEN ALDERMAN & CAROLINE KENNEDY, THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY 154, 155 (1995) (discussing the legal right to privacy); see also Zeigler, supra note 85, at 665.
87. See Ziegler, supra note 85, at 678–80; see also ALDERMAN & KENNEDY, supra note 86, at 155.
88. Judith Jarvis Tomson, The Right To Privacy, 4 PHIL. & PUB. AFF. 295, 295 (1975) (“Perhaps the most striking thing about the right to privacy is that nobody seems to have any very clear idea what it is.”); see also Deirdre K. Mulligan, Colin Koopman & Nick Doty, Privacy Is an Essentially Contested Concept: A Multi-Dimensional Analytic for Mapping Privacy, 374 PHIL. TRANS. R. SOC. A 1, 1 (2016), https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/pdf/10.1098/rsta.2016.0118 (describing privacy rights as an essentially contested concept that cannot be resolved but can be productively explored).
91. Id. (discussing the U.S. and EU approaches to privacy); see also Comparison of European and American Privacy Law, HIPAA J. (Apr. 25, 2018), https://www.hipajournal.com/comparison-of-european-and-american-privacy-law/.
When Considering Federal Privacy Legislation

When considering federal privacy legislation, one might use to advance that goal. These can be divided into two general categories, common law and legislation, although a continuum exists between the two.93

1. Common Law

Common law is characterized by a judge’s or other neutral decisionmaker’s application of general principles to individual situations.94 Each case a judge hears and decides subsequently informs future cases.95 Each decision in a case also helps the public understand what behaviors and situations are likely to violate the law.96 The law therefore evolves incrementally through private litigation or government enforcement in specific cases.97

The United States provides most consumer privacy protections through a common-law-like enforcement system.98 When commercial actions cause

93. See Simon Dawes, Press Freedom, Privacy and the Public Sphere, 15 JOURNALISM STUD. 17, 19 (2014) (discussing common law and legislation as two approaches for providing “remedies for breaches of privacy”).

94. See Arthur L. Corbin, What is the Common Law?, 3 AM. L. SCH. REV. 73, 75 (1912).

95. See Morris L. Cohen, The Common Law in the American Legal System: The Challenge of Conceptual Research, 81 L. LIBR. J. 13, 23 (explaining that doctrines of precedent are one of “the main features of common law in America”).

96. Corbin, supra note 94, at 75; see, e.g., Gordon Tullock, Public Decisions as Public Goods, 79 J. POL. ECON. 913, 913 (explaining that a judge’s decision in a case “is a direct generation of externalities by him—the externalities falling on the participants in the case” and that “[i]n addition to these rather restricted externalities, he . . . participat[es] in the production of a public good: law enforcement”).

97. See Cohen, supra note 95, at 20 (explaining that jurisdictions respond to “the common law by charter, subsequent legislation, or constitutional provision”).
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privacy problems, the FTC brings cases to address those problems.99 In fact, the FTC has brought more than 500 privacy- and data security-related cases.100 Most of the FTC’s privacy cases are based on its authority to stop unfair or deceptive acts or practices.101 That means the FTC holds companies to their privacy promises, serving as a backstop to private agreements.102 The FTC has also brought unfairness cases where consumers are substantially injured, could not have reasonably avoided the injury, and their injury isn’t outweighed by benefits to consumers or competition.103 The FTC further details its deception and unfairness enforcement through several “soft law” mechanisms such as guidance documents, reports, and letters.104

2. Legislation

The most prescriptive approach is the statutory or legislative approach, in which a governing body sets forth detailed rules.105 These rules are specific

See Solove & Hartzog, supra note 2, at 587 (discussing statutory law and common law torts concerning privacy).
99. See Letter from Edith Ramirez, Chairwoman, Fed. Trade Comm’n, to Vera Jourová, Comm’n
Justice, Consumers & Gender Equality, European Comm’n (Feb. 23, 2016), https://www.ftc.gov/sys-
tem/files/documents/public_statements/927423/160229ftc_privacyshieldletter.pdf [hereinafter
Ramirez Letter]; see also Ohlhausen, supra note 84, at 2 (“In the areas of privacy and data security,
the Commission most often uses its deception authority in cases where a company makes a represen-
tation to consumers about the collection and/or use of their personal data but it fails to keep that prom-
ise and consumer injury results.”).
100. Ramirez Letter, supra note 99.
101. See Ohlhausen, supra note 84, at 2 (discussing the FTC’s deception authority).
102. Id.
103. Id. (“[T]he Commission’s unfairness authority . . . focuses on the consumer harm that an act
or practice may cause. The Commission’s unfairness statement requires that for the Commission
to find an act or practice unfair the harm it causes must be substantial, it must not be outweighed
by an offsetting consumer or competitive benefits, and the consumer could not have reasonably avoided
harm.”).
104. See Ryan Hagemann, Jennifer Huddleston Skees & Adam Thierer, Soft Law for Hard
Problems: The Governance of Emerging Technologies in an Uncertain Future, 17 COLO. TECH. L.J. 37, 44
(2018) (discussing the FTC and “soft law”).
105. See Orin S. Kerr, The Effect of Legislation on Fourth Amendment Protection, 115 MICH. L.
REV. 1117, 1124 (2017); Erin Murphy, The Politics of Privacy in the Criminal Justice System: Inform-
ation Disclosure, the Fourth Amendment, and Statutory Law Enforcement Exemptions, 111 MICH.
L. REV. 485, 495 (2013) (“Fifty years of federal legislative interest in privacy has resulted in one
commonly recognized and often lamented fact: American privacy law is extraordinarily piece-
meal . . . ‘it is unusual in the United States to find any comprehensive privacy laws.’”).
to the problem being tackled.\textsuperscript{106} They often are focused on a single industry.\textsuperscript{107} Such rules often set forth exacting obligations, responsibilities, and standards for judging compliance, and punishments and remedies for non-compliance.\textsuperscript{108} Once established, legislative rules can be difficult to change even if circumstances, such as new technology, require change.\textsuperscript{109} At best, this rigidity creates ambiguity, and at worst, roadblocks to innovation.\textsuperscript{110} Legislation can also entrench incumbent companies and business models, giving them a regulatory advantage over would-be competitors.\textsuperscript{111}

The EU has taken a legislative approach to privacy, most recently in its General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).\textsuperscript{112} The GDPR focuses on protecting the judgment of individuals on how information about them should be collected and used.\textsuperscript{113} The GDPR creates specific and detailed legal obligations that commercial data collectors and processors must follow.\textsuperscript{114} The

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\item {106. See Murphy, supra note 105, at 495 (explaining that U.S. legislation “largely relie[s] on independent enactments tailored to particular sectors or interests”).}
\item {107. Id. at 496 (explaining that “[t]he word ‘patch-work’ is often used to describe . . . statutory protections” because they are tailored to specific issues without “a single guiding principle or theory”).}
\item {108. See Kerr, supra note 105, at 1153–54; see also Frank H. Easterbrook, What Does Legislative History Tell Us?, 66 CHI. KENT L. REV. 441, 447 (1990).}
\item {109. See Kerr, supra note 105, at 1155; PRISCILLA M. REGAN, LEGISLATING PRIVACY 174 (1995) (explaining that “issues were placed on the congressional agenda in response to technological changes perceived as threatening privacy” and yet, “the issues were on the congressional agenda for years, if not decades, before Congress passed legislation”).}
\item {110. See, e.g., Lawrence D. Drexler, Privacy in Financial Services: “A Hard Rain’s Gonna Fall”, 18 DEL. L. 9, 11–12 (2000); Lyria Bennett Moses, Recurring Dilemmas: The Law’s Race to Keep Up with Technological Change, 2007 U. ILL. J. L. TECH. & POL’Y 239, 239 (2007) (“It is often stated that the law lags behind technology. As technology changes and creates new possibilities, lawyers and legal scholars struggle to deal with the implications.”).}
\item {111. See Moses, supra note 110, at 274 (“Thus, while it may be possible to avoid discriminating among known technologies, it will not always be possible to avoid discriminating against future, unknown technologies.”).}
\item {112. What Is GDPR?, GDPR.EU, https://gdpr.eu/what-is-gdpr/ (last visited Feb. 26, 2020); see Hoofnagle et al., supra note 90, at 71 (discussing the EU’s approach to privacy).}
\item {113. See Hoofnagle et al., supra note 90, at 77 (explaining that the GDPR’s “purpose limitation principle entails that personal data should only be collected for a purpose that is specified in advance, and that those data should not be used for incompatible purposes”). General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), EUROPEAN CAMPUS CARD ASS’N, https://ec.europa.eu/index.php/news/180-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr (last visited Feb. 26, 2020).}
\item {114. See Hoofnagle et al., supra note 90, at 85, 88 (“The GDPR reaffirms the role of the data controller as the party responsible for the data, and imposes stricter controls, duties, and even liability on processors . . . these responsibilities require controllers and processors to document compliance, non-compliance, and failures in the form of data breaches.”); EUROPEAN COMM’N, THE GDPR: NEW OPPORTUNITIES, NEW OBLIGATIONS 1, 8 (2018), https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/data-}
\end{thebibliography}
GDPR restricts what companies can do with information about users, including how they can collect information. The GDPR also specifies what users can force companies to do with information about them. (Interestingly, EU residents have less protection from data use by their own government than United States residents.)

The above categories often form a set of overlapping constraints on information. Cultural norms, private agreements, and soft law will continue to affect behavior, with or without legislation. Furthermore, general privacy principles that have built up over time through common law, case-by-case evaluations are sometimes codified into specific rules. And privacy legislation still requires enforcement against violators, the results of which often require judges to interpret the rules in a way that affects future enforcement and popular understanding.

V. CRITERIA FOR PRIVACY LEGISLATION

Building on the framework established above, below are six key recommendations for those considering legislative privacy proposals.

Preserve permissionless approaches to the maximum extent possible. Historically, market-tested technological innovation has been the most successful means to advance consumer welfare. And, as discussed earlier,
much of technological innovation has been the result of removing barriers to information flows so that we can better understand and connect with the world around us. Thus, all else being equal, we ought to prefer privacy approaches that permit greater information flows and more innovation.\textsuperscript{121} And in any case, we ought to consider the impact of any approach on innovation.\textsuperscript{122}

We can best compare the different privacy approaches’ effects on innovation by estimating where they fall on the spectrum between perfectly permissionless and perfectly permissioned.\textsuperscript{123} A permissionless approach is one where the developer of the product or service does not have to seek permission, certification, or other authorization.\textsuperscript{124} Regulators evaluate the service by the outcome or likely outcome, not by the process used to produce the result.\textsuperscript{125}

By contrast, a permissioned approach is one where innovators must seek and receive government approval to pursue an innovation, or where the government sets out a specific process that innovators must follow.\textsuperscript{126} If a company fails to follow the specified procedures, it may be found to violate the law even if its practices benefit consumers.\textsuperscript{127} Furthermore, a company that follows the specified procedure can escape liability even if consumers are injured.\textsuperscript{128}

Permissionless approaches enable a wider range of potential innovations, including completely unforeseen approaches.\textsuperscript{129} Permissioned approaches narrow innovation options, often requiring innovators to fit a new service into a pre-existing framework and established processes.\textsuperscript{130} This narrowing does the greatest harm in fields where innovation would otherwise be rapid.

\textsuperscript{121} See Thierer, \textit{supra} note 28, at 33.

\textsuperscript{122} \textit{Id.} at 20.

\textsuperscript{123} See Thierer, \textit{supra} note 119 (describing the significance of a permissionless innovation system promoted by the government).

\textsuperscript{124} \textit{Id.} For an expanded definition of “permissionless” versus “permissioned” approaches, see \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{125} See Thierer, \textit{supra} note 28, at 87.

\textsuperscript{126} \textit{Id.} at 106.

\textsuperscript{127} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{128} \textit{Id.} at 14, 122.

\textsuperscript{129} \textit{Id.} at 9, 106 (describing the freedom of creativity that stems from permissionless innovation).

\textsuperscript{130} \textit{Id.} at 28, 106 (defining the precautionary principle).
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unpredictable, and disruptive.\textsuperscript{131}

The types of tools that could address privacy concerns rank from “most permissionless” to “least permissionless” as follows:\textsuperscript{132}:

- technological change
- social norms
- private contracts
- soft law
- common law
- legislation

Again, many of these restrictions overlap and interact.\textsuperscript{133} For example, some legislative actions are more permissionless than others, depending on how much space they leave or create for higher-level solutions.\textsuperscript{134} The FTC Act Section 5 unfairness and deception standard, for example, was legislation that created a common law and soft law approach and provides an enforcement backstop for private agreements.\textsuperscript{135}

Avoid approaches or language that reinforce the idea that consumers own all data about them.\textsuperscript{136} The ownership/property metaphor does not work well for much information about a consumer—such as their interaction with a company website, their path through a retail store, or their conversation with a clerk.\textsuperscript{137} In such cases, the information, if “owned” at all, is arguably jointly

\textsuperscript{131} Id. at 26, 34 (contrasting the precautionary principle’s structured and control-centered approach against permissionless innovation’s rapid and unpredictable approach).
\textsuperscript{132} Id. at 107.
\textsuperscript{133} See id.
\textsuperscript{134} See id. (finding guidance documents as a more permissionless leaning legislative action as opposed to censorship, information suppression, and product bans, which are more precautionary).
\textsuperscript{135} See Solove & Hartzog, supra note 2, at 619, 626.
or publicly owned. Assigning sole ownership rights to jointly produced or public information is inefficient, impractical, and in tension with the First Amendment rights of others.

Maintain a clear distinction between privacy and data security. These are very different problems that need different solutions. For example, people generally agree that we do not want consumer information lost or stolen in a breach, although people disagree over how to best avoid or deter that negative outcome. But in privacy, there isn’t an outcome that everyone agrees is good or bad.

Some believe consumers will be better off with minimal data collection even if it means banning or restricting certain business models. Others believe consumers will be better off if companies have broad freedom to collect and use data. To best tackle these problems, privacy and data security ought to

138. See id.
139. Bambauer, supra note 77, at 118; Beales & Muris, supra note 136, at 1–5 (arguing against property rights for personal information).
141. See Rick Robinson, Data Privacy vs. Data Protection, IPSWITCH (Jan. 30, 2020), https://blog.ipswitch.com/data-privacy-vs-data-protection (“In a nutshell, data protection is about securing data against unauthorized access. Data privacy is about authorized access—who has it and who defines it.”).
142. See id. (explaining that data security is the protection one puts in place to protect against others’ unauthorized access of data while data privacy is more broadly concerned with the extent to which the public can access data).
143. See Jeff Sovern, Opting In, Opting Out, or No Options At All: The Fight for Control of Personal Information, 74 WASH. L. REV. 1033, 1057–60 (1999); see also Robinson, supra note 141 (“The only mode of protection that personal data in transit (not in an armored car) can rely on is encryption, [but] . . . many protection officers in the file transfer security community would tell you that it is a privacy security risk.”).
144. See Robinson, supra note 141 (“With end-to-end encryption, however, the only ‘authorized users’ . . . with known IP addresses can get through the privacy shield and gain access to the data. That’s about as far as technology’s services can provide you when it comes to data privacy vs. data protection.”).
145. Online Tracking and Behavioral Profiling, ELECTRONIC PRIVACY INFO. CTR. https://epic.org/privacy/consumer/online-tracking/ (last visited Feb. 26, 2020) (arguing that current online tracking practices allow companies to gather unnecessary amounts of data on consumers and exploit them for information).
146. Alan McQuinn, The Detractors are Wrong, Online Ads Add Value, INFO. TECH. & INNOVATION FOUND. (Dec. 8, 2016), https://itif.org/publications/2016/12/08/detractors-are-wrong-online-ads-add-value (discussing how online tracking benefits consumers in multiple ways).
be addressed separately.147

**Focus on regulating uses that injure consumers, rather than on restricting collection.**148 Preventing consumer injury is the proper goal of privacy legislation, and legislation should directly pursue that goal.149 Legislation should set general expectations for outcomes followed by active enforcement.150 This ends-oriented approach better preserves permissionless innovation because companies can try something novel and unanticipated, provided they are willing to face consequences—including making consumers whole—if things go wrong.151

Focusing on consumer injury also better addresses the cases where sensitive inferences, drawn from non-sensitive data, are used to a consumer’s detriment.152

Legislation should generally avoid regulating collection practices.153 Collection itself, unless done deceptively, does not harm consumers.154 Indeed, much data cannot benefit consumers unless it is collected.155 Access and collection rights, if adopted at all, ought to be limited to the narrow set of sensitive uses where tangible consumer injury is more likely, such as credit or

147. See Mark E. Heckman, The Difference Between Data Security and Privacy, U.S. CYBERSECURITY MAG. (2017) (“Without a clear understanding of the difference, data security and privacy is often conflated in ambiguous and imprecise policies.”).


150. See MacCarthy, supra note 148; see also Consumer Data, supra note 149 (identifying twenty-two bills, either signed or pending in California, that delineate data privacy protection standards or proscribed usages of data privacy by commercial cyber entities).

151. See MacCarthy, supra note 148.


153. See id. (suggesting the FTC focus on regulating “matters where consumers are actually injured” as opposed to “speculative injury”); see also Stacy-Ann Elvy, Commodifying Consumer Data in the Era of the Internet of Things, 59 B.C. L. REV. 423, 501–03 (2018).

154. See Ohlhausen, supra note 152.

155. See Elvy, supra note 153, at 501–03.
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employment decisions.\textsuperscript{156}

Liability should require a showing of actual or likely consumer injury, with material deception as a \textit{per se} injury.\textsuperscript{157} If liability hinges on injury, many of the other details of privacy legislation become less important.\textsuperscript{158} Consumer injury should include the types of objective injury cognizable under an FTC unfairness analysis—primarily financial or physical harm or quantifiable increased risk of harm, but also potentially extreme mental duress that results in tangible harms.\textsuperscript{159} If companies can be liable for other unquantifiable “harms,” it will be impossible to judge whether the law improves the lives of consumers on balance, even as it imposes costs on businesses and their customers.\textsuperscript{160}

\textbf{Clarify the application of the FTC’s unfairness and deception authority, rather than mandate best practices.}\textsuperscript{161} Any legislation ought to further detail the Section 5 approach to privacy by specifying the criteria for consumer privacy injury in terms of deception and unfairness, and empowering the FTC to bring enforcement actions in cases where such injury occurs or is likely to occur.\textsuperscript{162} Penalties ought to be proportional to the harm caused or

\begin{itemize}
\item[156.] \textit{See id. at 487.}
\item[157.] \textit{See, e.g., Aspinall v. Philip Morris Co., 813 N.E.2d 476, 492 (Mass. 2004) (finding that deceptive advertising constituted a per se injury if the deception caused consumers to purchase the product).}
\item[158.] \textit{See Ohlhausen, supra note 152 (“By focusing on practices that are actually harming or likely to harm consumers, the FTC can best use its limited resources.”).}
\item[162.] \textit{Id.; see also BECKY CHAO, ERIC NULL & CLAIRE PARK, ENFORCING A NEW PRIVACY LAW 9 (2019), newamerica.org/oti/reports/enforcing-new-privacy-law/ (“The FTC’s core Section 5 authority does not define standards for unfairness and deception.”).}
\end{itemize}
likely to be caused, but also sufficiently high to deter problematic behavior.\footnote{163}{See generally Ginger Zhe Jin & Andrew Stivers, Protecting Consumers in Privacy and Data Security: A Perspective of Information Economics (May 22, 2017) (unpublished manuscript), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3006172 (particularly the discussion in Section 5 entitled “Policy Tools and their Economic Consideration”).}

Some might wish to simply mandate the FTC’s existing recommended privacy best practices.\footnote{164}{Jessica Rich, Give the F.T.C. Some Teeth to Guard Our Privacy, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 12, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/12/opinion/ftc-privacy-congress.html [https://nyti.ms/31FRbzP] (arguing that Congress should allow the FTC to set normative privacy standards for all companies regarding online data use and collection).} But doing so would lose the current focus on consumer injury that directs enforcement where it matters most.\footnote{165}{See Ohlhausen, supra note 152 (“The FTC should focus enforcement on matters where consumers are injured.”).} For example, if legislation mandates FTC recommendations such as opt-out consent for unexpected uses of non-sensitive data or data minimization, practices that benefit consumers could still violate the law. Such an approach would deter useful data-driven services and products without benefitting consumers.\footnote{166}{Avi Goldfarb & Catherine E. Tucker, Privacy Regulation and Online Advertising, 57(1) MGMT. SCI. 57, 58 (2011) (arguing that regulations restricting companies’ use of consumers’ data hinders the ability to create effective online ad campaigns).}

\textbf{Do not give the FTC broad rulemaking authority.}\footnote{167}{See John Hendel & Christiana Lima, FTC Chairman Tells Congress: Don’t Give Me Too Much Power, POLITICO (May 8, 2019), https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/08/ftc-chairman-congress-rulemaking-authority-1418237.} Because privacy is such a multi-faceted concept, general rulemaking authority around privacy would be a broad delegation of legislative power that could result in administrative abuses.\footnote{168}{Kerry & Weitzner, supra note 148 (acknowledging that although the “FTC must remain able to collect the information we need to enforce the law,” they must do so “while reducing the burden on businesses, particularly third parties who are not under investigation”).} Rulemaking is a permissioned approach, like legislation—but with less political accountability.\footnote{169}{See Ohlhausen, supra note 159 (stating that case-by-case enforcement by the FTC under Section 5 “has worked very well”).} To avoid potential abuse, any rulemaking authority should be targeted to specific areas, such as defining substantial consumer injury or sensitive personal information.\footnote{170}{See Ohlhausen, supra note 152 (suggesting a “harms-based” approach to privacy).}
VI. CONCLUSION

As Congress grapples with the increasing digital legibility of our world, it should not attempt to freeze this evolution through legislation. Doing so would sacrifice the benefits of technological innovation and hinder the creation of information that helps us better understand and interact with the world around us.\textsuperscript{171} American privacy protections continue to evolve through technology, social norms, private arrangements, and common law. If Congress seeks to legislate further privacy protections, it should preserve the environment of permissionless innovation that has made the Internet such a vital tool for all Americans.

\textsuperscript{171} See Consumer Data, supra note 149 (“Online commerce sites, social media, and mobile devices and applications are becoming an integral part of consumers’ lives. They improve consumer access to information and make shopping and purchases faster and easier. Smart home speakers, intelligent personal assistants[,] and other connected devices extend computer networks to everyday items.”).